
Crypto on the go



Cryptocurrencies are a powerful asset for trading and investment - 
that is something everyone can agree on. Yet they don’t have much 
use beyond that today. Can you go out and buy a cup of coffee with 
your favorite cryptocurrency right now? Probably not.

Crypterium wants to change that. We develop a mobile app that 
meets the banking needs of the “Cryptocurrency Era.” 

Leading with the payments, we are growing globally as the world’s 
leading cryptobank. Our goal is clear: with Crypterium, whatever you 
can do with money you will able to do with cryptocurrencies.

The world’s leading cryptobank

“50 Rising Stars in Fintech”
According to KPMG & H2 Ventures

Top 50 Digital Banks
According to Financial IT



What we build

Easily buy crypto Use crypto in everyday life Save & Invest

Buy crypto in few clicks from 
bank cards and accounts

Pay with crypto at 42 million NFC 
terminals and online

Send crypto directly to bank 
cards and accounts

Cash out at ATMsAt any ATMs worldwide Pay bills & taxes, loans & mortgages

Get crypto in retail shops paying 
with cash or traditional cards

Send money across the globe using 
just the recipient’s phone number

Follow and automatically copy top 
performing investors around the 
globe

 We save you the exchange hassle Crypto is easy. You just need the right toolsInstantly with minimal fees



The Ultimate Wallet

Hot walletCold wallet

Crypterium App is the essence of all our services allowing users to operate with their digital assets from a single access 
point. Crypterium is building the first ever hybrid crypto wallet that combines the best of “hot” and “cold” wallets

Easily receive, store and send crypto

Buy crypto from bank accounts and 
cards. Exchange it at the best rates

Send crypto directly to bank accounts 
or spend it wherever and whenever you 
want

Deposit your crypto or borrow against it

Use the most secure solution to store 
your crypto

Import any other crypto wallet, access 
your funds in MyEtherWallet, Jaxx, 
Blockchain.ifo etc.

Get access to dApps, from CryptoKitties 
to decentralized exchanges

Take part in ICOs and airdrops



First global crypto cards
We’re building the most advanced payments solution on the market. 
You pay with crypto, merchants get fiat, we do the magic behind the scene

Crypterium will let you get a virtual 
card, bind it to your crypto account, 
and link it to Apple Pay or Android 
Pay. With a tap of your phone you will 
be able to enjoy convenient checkouts 
for your everyday purchases

The world is moving digital, but not 
everything moves as fast as us. You 
will still be able to get a Crypterium 
plastic card for use at ATMs or at 
retailers that do not support tap and 
pay technology

Go virtualStay classic



Crypto shopping on the go

Sometimes, the easiest way 
to pay is straight from the app

Top up your phone mobile phone balance in over 100 
countries. No matter where you are the top-up will be 
credited instantly

Need to refill your messaging app account? Or maybe you 
want to expand your gaming library? Crypterium lets you 
refill Skype, Viber and Steam credits in under a minute

The number of options will expand exponentially over the 
next 2-3 years



Got crypto sitting in storage, another 
wallet or an exchange? Put it to work. 
Get paid for holding your cryptocurrencies 
in the Crypterium App

Crypto Deposits

Bank products
Crypto should be no different than traditional money. We bring the most 
popular use cases to bring the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies closer

Don’t sell your crypto and lose the 
upside potential. Use it as a collateral 
to easily get loans

Discover, follow and automatically 
copy top performing investors  around 
the globe. Become an expert by 
copying other experts

Crypto Loans Investment Tools
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Number of Blockchain wallet users globally 2015-2018
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Who we build our App for
The cryptocurrency market is growing exponentially. There are already over 25 
million cryptocurrency users. The number is expected to reach 200 million by 2024 crypto merchant services 

process hundreds of millions 
worth of payments monthly 

of Americans want to use Bitcoin 
for transactions and purchases

users registered in Crypterium 
ecosystem

400K

40%

15 largest



Core team
Our management team is made up of C-suite executives with worldwide experience in the most innovative FinTech companies

Steven Parker Austin Kimm James Davies Rafael Carrascosa

Former General Manager of Visa’s 
Central & Eastern Europe branch. 
Non executive director of Citibank

COO and co-founder, has built 
companies with a current valuation 
in excess of $500 million

Former COO of London Derivatives 
Exchange, an exchange focused on 
operating trading venues

Banking and Payments executive and 
business entrepreneur in Financial 
Services, FinTech and Consulting

CEO COO CFO VP, Global Partnerships



CRPT token

CRPT tokens are issued by Crypterium and used as «fuel» for 
performing transactions with Crypterium app. You can compare it 
to “gas” powering the transactions on Ethereum

Every time someone makes a payment using Crypterium App, a fee 
equal to 0.5% of the value of the transaction in CRPT is taken from 
user’s account and burned as fuel. This means the number of tokens 
will be reducing over time

0,5% fuel


